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Why digitisation

Data availability

Photographic reference collection

Outreach



What is focus stacking

Thorax in focus, sharp

Antennae and legs out of focus, blurry

Typical macro picture



What is focus stacking
Number of images varies, 
depending on situation and settings

Typical macro picture

“slices”

in a

“stack”

Stacked image



How to perform focus stacking

Moving the camera
Area of focus

How?

 Move camera manually

 With a manual or motorized rail



How?

 Change focus manually

 Automatically with in-camera 
software

How to perform focus stacking

Moving the subject

Change the optical focus point

Area of focus

How?

 Move subject manually

 With a manual or motorized rail



➢ Have a stable surface

movement of camera or object introduces blur to images

➢ Diffuse the light source(s)

avoid over- or underexposed parts of the subject

➢ Make sure subject fits the frame

➢ Set the correct step size

we want ISO low and shutter speed high

lenses are sharpest at a certain aperture

overlap of in-focus area between slices

→ Do a few test-runs

Best practices in focus stacking



What you need for a FS setup:

Depends on how much you can spend…

➢ Photography hardware

 Camera

 Lens(es)

 Lighting system

 Stacking system

 Specimen mount

➢ Stacking software

➢ Computer (ideally Windows)



Camera

➢ DSLR (Digital Single-Lens Reflex) camera

 Adaptable: change any settings manually

 Versatile: interchangeable lenses

 Requires some ‘know-how’

 Many models, rel. cheap second-hand

➢ Compact camera

 None of the above

 Internal focus stacking

 Affordable



Camera

➢ Mirrorless interchangeable-lens cameras

 Adaptable: change any settings manually

 Versatile: interchangeable lenses

 Many have internal focus stacking (or: ‘focus shift’, ‘focus bracketing’)

 Functionality depends on brand

 Still (very) expensive



Lenses

➢ Macro lenses

1:1 ratio: actual size of subject = size on sensor

➢ Extension tubes

➢ ‘Ultra’ (or: super) macro lenses

2:1 ratio or more: ‘real’ magnification

➢ Microscope objective



Lighting system

Sufficient, even light across specimen

➢ External flashes

 Portable

 Battery powered

➢ Studio strobe 

 Higher output and more consistent

 Often bulky or expensive when small

➢ Continuous (LED) light

 Convenience of continuous light

 High output & colour accurate LEDs are expensive

➢ Diffusers!



Stacking system

➢ In-camera focus stacking 
 Automatic in-camera system

 Functionality depends greatly on manufacturers 

 No need for additional hardware

 Limited lighting possibilities

➢ Focus stacking rail
 Automated, software-driven

Two options: Canon Cognisys or WeMacro

High accuracy (up to 1µm steps)

 Manual

Limited accuracy

Not ideal with higher magnifications



Specimen mount

➢ Holder

 Depends on specimen

 Insect on pin in foam

 Stand-off: increased distance to background

 ‘Fishing line on box’ system

➢ Background

 Even colour, white/grey/black

 Distance from specimen

➢ Scale bar

 Can be digitized later



Stacking software

➢ Specialized software

 CombineZP: free but …

 Zerene stacker: ±75 €

 Helicon focus: ±100 € (lite), ±180 € (pro)

➢ All-round photo-editing software

 Adobe Photoshop

 Affinity Photos

 … others

 Can do image stacking but less precise and/or very CPU-intensive 



Our systems

Compact camera Manual rail WeMacro Stackshot



Our systems

Compact camera Manual rail WeMacro Stackshot

Camera
Olympus TG-5 

(latest model: TG-6)
~400 Canon 700D ~400 Canon 700D ~400 Canon 700D ~400

Lenses Built-in N/A EF-S 60mm, 1:1 450
Used EF-S 60mm, 1:1

Laowa 25mm, 2.5-5x

330

470
EF-S 60mm, 1:1

MP-E 65mm, 1-5x

450

1200

Lighting LED-strip 25 2x YN560 III 2x 60 2x Godox 250SDI 2x 100 2x YN560 III 2x 60

Stacking
Internal FS

up to 29 slices
N/A

Manual: move 

camera up/down rail
N/A WeMacro rail 250

Cognisys

Stackshot system
580

Other
Bucket

with cut-out 
N/A

Kaiser RS1 stand

Flash trigger

450

35

WeMacro stand

Extension tubes

Flash trigger

120

20

35

IKEA cabinet

Flash trigger

50

35

Software
Built-in or

Helicon focus

0 or

100
Zerene stacker 75 Helicon focus (pro) 180 Zerene stacker 75

Total
Built-in stacking:

External software:

€ 425

€ 525
€ 1530

Only macro lens:

Ultra-macro lens:

€ 1515 

€ 2005

Only macro lens:

Ultra-macro lens:

€ 1710 

€ 2910

components | price (€)

Approximate cost, at the time we bought it



Our systems

Compact camera Manual rail WeMacro Stackshot

P
R

O
S

Fast Fast Wide size-range, esp. with ultra-macro lenses

Very little ‘set-up’ Excellent image quality, defined by camera body and lenses

Cheap Cheap-ish Automatic system takes all ‘slices’

Easy to use Accurate step size (up to 1µm)

Super portable Portable Live view and camera settings on computer

C
O

N
S

Lower image quality Inaccurate step size, not 

suitable for ultra-macro

Expensive, especially with ultra-macro lenses

Limited size-range Not very portable Not portable

Rail-motor is noisy

Light flashes everywhere, not contained within 

lightbox or cabinet

Light from below: 

shadow on top of subject

Requires a lot of space 

to set up

Training needed to 

understand system

Built-in stacking:

External software:

€ 425

€ 525
€ 1530

Only macro lens:

Ultra-macro lens:

€ 1515 

€ 2005

Only macro lens:

Ultra-macro lens:

€ 1710 

€ 2910

pros | cons



Our systems example pictures

Compact camera DSLR systems
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